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Ebook free Management and cost accounting student
manual [PDF]
with easy to understand explanations and real life examples management cost accounting for dummies
provides students and trainees with the basic concepts terminology and methods to identify measure
analyse interpret and communicate accounting information in the context of managerial decision making
major topics include cost behaviour cost analysis profit planning and control measures accounting for
decentralized operations budgeting decisions ethical challenges in management and cost accounting
management and cost accounting has been the basic toolbox in business administration for decades today
it is an integral part of all curricula in business education and no student can afford not to be
familiar with its basic concepts and instruments at the same time business in general and management
accounting in particular is becoming more and more international english clearly has evolved as the
lingua franca of international business academics students as well as practitioners exchange their views
and ideas discuss concepts and communicate with each other in english this is certainly also true for
cost accounting and management accounting management accounting is becoming increasingly international
management and cost accounting is a new english language textbook covering concepts and instruments of
cost and management accounting at an introductory level bachelor but also suited for mba courses due to
strong focus on practical applications and cases this textbook covers all topics that are relevant in
management accounting in business organizations and that are typically covered in german and central
european bachelor classes on cost accounting and management accounting after an introduction to the
topic including major differences between the german approach and the purely anglo saxon approach of
management accounting the book describes different cost terms and concepts applied in german cost
accounting the book is much more specific here compared to us american standard textbooks based on
different cost concepts the topic of cost behavior is discussed including the determination of cost
functions the heart of the book guides the reader through the general structure of a fully developed
cost accounting system following the german and central european standard it starts with cost type
accounting moves on to cost center accounting and finally deals with cost unit accounting assigning cost
to goods and services offered in the market the remaining parts of the book deal with decision making
and how management and cost accounting data can support managers in this task a comparison of absorption
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costing and variable costing introduces the reader to management decisions such as product portfolio and
outsourcing decisions additionally cost volume profit analysis break even analysis is covered the book
closes with a comprehensive treatment of cost planning and variance analysis cost accounting theory and
practice the market leading european text on management accounting and comprehensive authority on all
aspects of the subject has been streamlined and substantially redesigned in its 6th edition to make it
even more suitable for the needs of todays student the aim of the new edition is to explain the
principles involved in the design and evaluation of management and cost accounting information systems
the emphasis in the book is on management accounting systems that will be used for internal decision
making purposes within an organisation however cost accounting systems for external reporting are also
comprehensively covered it has been brought up to date with the latest developments in the subject
having been made stronger pedagogically with the addition of the answers to the questions and more real
world mini cases the text brings home the relevance of the subject matter to the real world of business
the main aim of this book is to faciliate easy understanding of the matter at one reading without any
tediousness in grasping the theories and illustrations solved numberof illustration 460 practical
problems with answers 565 theortical questions 230 a best selling text offering students and
professionals a clear understanding and comprehensive coverage of management and cost accounting
management and cost accounting 7th edition by bhimani datar horngren and rajan is a best selling
textbook in the field written by a team of leading authors ideal both for students and professionals
this text uses a clear accessible and simple language that is easy to understand bringing together
contemporary techniques concepts and practices this edition retains its international focus packed with
illustrations and real life applications featuring companies and examples on a global scale the text
also includes professional accountancy examination questions to help you practice with a wealth of case
studies and useful features for a better understanding of the concepts and methods introduced this must
read guide will equip you with essential learning tools for your future performance in the workplace key
features up to date comprehensive coverage of digital technologies that include artificial intelligence
robotics 3 d printing the internet of things and big data analytics expanded and revised content on
sections such as strategic management accounting the balanced scorecard quality costing governance and
sustainability as well as the aspects of internet entrepreneurship a wealth of resources including
professional accountancy practice exercises and end of chapter questions provides opportunities to learn
and develop exam agility harvard business school and other cutting edge case studies illustrate how
enterprises deploy management accounting across locations and situations a range of new concepts in
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action boxes and the latest surveys of corporate practices show how managers use accounting techniques
in the business world pair this text with mylab accounting mylab is the teaching and learning platform
that combines trusted author content with digital tools and a flexible platform mylabaccounting
personalises the learning experience and improves results for each student if you would like to purchase
both the physical text and mylab accounting search for 9781292232744 management and cost accounting 7th
edition plus mylab accounting with pearson etext the package consists of 9781292232669 management and
cost accounting 7th edition 9781292232706 management and cost accounting 7th edition mylab accounting
9781292232690 management and cost accounting 7th edition pearson etext mylab accounting is not included
students if mylab is a recommended mandatory component of the course please ask your instructor for the
correct isbn mylab should only be purchased when required by an instructor introduce students to the
essentials of cost accounting using the clear concise and practical approach in principles of cost
accounting 17e the book s unique 10 chapter format provides a thorough understanding of cost concepts
cost behavior and cost accounting techniques as applied to manufacturing and service businesses the
authors ensure students master fundamentals before progressing to more complex topics students begin
with job order costing and advance to process costing before delving into specialized topics such as
budgeting standard costing and variance analysis costing for service businesses and cost analysis for
management decisions the book introduces concepts in small manageable sections that are immediately
reinforced with proven questions demonstration problems exercises and self study quizzes updated
examples and current data keep the content relevant to todays times students learn how to determine the
costs of products and services and set selling prices students also discover how to bid on products and
analyze the relative profitability of products and services in addition the book teaches how to measure
the performance of managers design an accounting system and use accounting to further organizational
goals count on principles of cost accounting 17e for the most logical relevant approach to your cost
accounting course important notice media content referenced within the product description or the
product text may not be available in the ebook version introduction accounting for material cost
accounting for labour cost accounting for overheads activity based costing unit costing job batch and
contract costing process costing i process costing ii work in progress joint products and by products
operating costing service costing integral and non integral systems reconciliation of cost and financial
accounts marginal costing cost accounting is an essential management tool that can uncover profitability
improvements and provide support for key business decisions cost accounting fundamentals shows how to
improve a business with constraint analysis target costing capital budgeting price setting and cost of
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quality analysis the book also addresses the essential tasks of inventory valuation and job costing and
shows how to create a cost collection system for these activities in short this book contains the
essential tools needed to foster more profitable decision making by management managerial cost
accounting is the financial and managerial tool that is used to estimate the organizational cost of
products and services in business and government in recent decades cost accounting in the united states
and other advanced industrial countries has been dominated by discussions of activity based costing or
abc while abc can be shown to produce a more accurate estimate of cost than older and more basic types
of cost accounting abc is not used extensively in many governments we argue that this recent focus on
abc has stifled examination and discussion of how government cost accounting is being used and how it
could be used in practice the study of cost accounting practice reveals an important and underexplored
area of financial management in government given the scandals that cost accounting estimates can create
and that different types of cost accounting can create different estimates of cost it may be reasonable
to ask whether the cost accounting exercise is worth it cost accounting in government theory and
applications addresses these unusual and unusually important topics through a series of studies of
different government cost accounting practices the first section of the book presents two chapters on
the history and basic elements of cost accounting the second section of the book provides further
discussion and case studies of actual cost accounting practices in the main areas that cost accounting
has been used in government benchmarking the performance of government services rate setting grant
overhead cost recovery and cost management the last two chapters discuss cost accounting practices in
europe and the future of cost accounting these cases span local and federal governments and provide a
much needed context to the study of cost accounting in government aimed at academics researchers and
policy makers in the fields of accounting public administration and government studies cost accounting
in government theory and applications seeks to address the practical and theoretical gap in government
cost accounting research with case studies of different public agencies that are using cost accounting
for different purposes the case studies illustrate that different purposes for cost accounting create
unique and interesting cost accounting practices the case studies provide useful examples of actual cost
accounting systems that can inform both research and instruction this text is adapted from drury s
management and cost accounting and is tailored to the needs of a one year course it should be of
interest to professional and undergraduate students taking a first course in costing cost management
management accounting or cost and management accounting take control of overhead budgeting and
profitability with cost accounting cost accounting is one of the most important skills in business and
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its popularity as a course in undergraduate and graduate business and management programs speaks to its
usefulness but if you ve ever felt intimidated by the subject s jargon or concepts you can stop worrying
cost accounting is for everyone in cost accounting for dummies you ll be taken step by step through the
basic and advanced topics found in a typical cost accounting class from how to define costs and how to
allocate them to products or services you ll learn how to determine if a capital expenditure is worth it
and how to design a budget model that forecasts changes in costs based on activity levels whether you re
a student in your first cost accounting course or a professional trying to get a grip on your books you
ll benefit from simple methods to evaluate business risks and rewards explanations of how to manage and
control costs during periods of business change and pivots descriptions of how to use cost accounting to
price it projects cost accounting for dummies is the gold standard in getting a firm grasp on the
challenging and rewarding world of cost accounting a cost accounting concepts explained in a simplified
wayb fundamentals and important principles includedc practical approach for application by business
professionalsd solved examples with real life business scenarios this well established and widely
adopted textbook now in its 14th edition continues to provide an in depth and insightful analysis of the
modern theories and practices of cost accounting that the book has gone into its 14th edition and
several reprints is a testimony of its wide acceptance by the students academics and professionals
primarily intended for postgraduate and undergraduate students of commerce and management the book will
be of immense benefit to the students pursuing professional courses offered by the institute of
chartered accountants of india icai institute of cost accountants of india icai institute of company
secretaries of india icsi and those pursuing the chartered financial analyst cfa course now in its 14th
edition the book has been suitably revised meeting the latest syllabi requirement of various courses the
chapter on strategic cost management has been updated to make it indispensible to modern management to
enhance the competitive advantage of the firm besides many chapters have been overhauled and updated
especially the chapters covering basic concepts and terms classification of costs and cost sheet
activity based costing marginal costing relevant cost analysis and management decisions capital
budgeting decisions and cost audit the book also includes some of the cost standards set by icai a wide
array of illustrations worked out examples and practice exercises besides a large number of mcqs are
given online for the students to practice and self evaluation mcqs are critical in proper understanding
and practice of theories and concepts also cima official terminology is provided online to keep students
and professionals abreast of relevant terms used in today s business environment for online material
visit phindia com banerjee cost accounting theory target audience b com hons bba mba m com students
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pursuing professional courses to become ca cma cfa cs cost accounting is one of the most essential tools
used by managers to fine tune operations and improve profitability cost accounting is designed for the
college student who needs in depth coverage of all cost accounting concepts incorporating practical
advice regarding their real world usage the text goes well beyond the traditional cost accounting topics
of inventory valuation and cost analysis to also cover inventory management price setting target costing
constraint analysis and budgeting the material is designed to give the student exposure to how these
topics are dealt with in a business environment usa textbook on cost accounting and costing data for
management decision making includes references cost accounting provides key data to managers for
planning and controlling as well as for costing products services and customers this text examines the
cost accounting market and integrates current practices and theories this lively and vibrant text covers
all the principle areas of management and cost accounting underpinned by a strong european focus drawing
on the latest research surveys and case studies new innovations and developments are also explored
important concepts are brought to life through extensive application of techniques to real business
situations for undergraduate and mba students taking a cost or management accounting course this title
is a pearson global edition the editorial team at pearson has worked closely with educators around the
world to include content which is especially relevant to students outside the united states emphasizing
the different costs for different purposes this text focuses on strategy and the decision making process
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MANAGEMENT AND COST ACCOUNTING 2013-12-11
with easy to understand explanations and real life examples management cost accounting for dummies
provides students and trainees with the basic concepts terminology and methods to identify measure
analyse interpret and communicate accounting information in the context of managerial decision making
major topics include cost behaviour cost analysis profit planning and control measures accounting for
decentralized operations budgeting decisions ethical challenges in management and cost accounting

Management and Cost Accounting For Dummies 2013-08-05
management and cost accounting has been the basic toolbox in business administration for decades today
it is an integral part of all curricula in business education and no student can afford not to be
familiar with its basic concepts and instruments at the same time business in general and management
accounting in particular is becoming more and more international english clearly has evolved as the
lingua franca of international business academics students as well as practitioners exchange their views
and ideas discuss concepts and communicate with each other in english this is certainly also true for
cost accounting and management accounting management accounting is becoming increasingly international
management and cost accounting is a new english language textbook covering concepts and instruments of
cost and management accounting at an introductory level bachelor but also suited for mba courses due to
strong focus on practical applications and cases this textbook covers all topics that are relevant in
management accounting in business organizations and that are typically covered in german and central
european bachelor classes on cost accounting and management accounting after an introduction to the
topic including major differences between the german approach and the purely anglo saxon approach of
management accounting the book describes different cost terms and concepts applied in german cost
accounting the book is much more specific here compared to us american standard textbooks based on
different cost concepts the topic of cost behavior is discussed including the determination of cost
functions the heart of the book guides the reader through the general structure of a fully developed
cost accounting system following the german and central european standard it starts with cost type
accounting moves on to cost center accounting and finally deals with cost unit accounting assigning cost
to goods and services offered in the market the remaining parts of the book deal with decision making
and how management and cost accounting data can support managers in this task a comparison of absorption
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costing and variable costing introduces the reader to management decisions such as product portfolio and
outsourcing decisions additionally cost volume profit analysis break even analysis is covered the book
closes with a comprehensive treatment of cost planning and variance analysis

Management and Cost Accounting 2016-09-19
cost accounting theory and practice

Cost accounting, theory and practice 1913
the market leading european text on management accounting and comprehensive authority on all aspects of
the subject has been streamlined and substantially redesigned in its 6th edition to make it even more
suitable for the needs of todays student the aim of the new edition is to explain the principles
involved in the design and evaluation of management and cost accounting information systems the emphasis
in the book is on management accounting systems that will be used for internal decision making purposes
within an organisation however cost accounting systems for external reporting are also comprehensively
covered it has been brought up to date with the latest developments in the subject having been made
stronger pedagogically with the addition of the answers to the questions and more real world mini cases
the text brings home the relevance of the subject matter to the real world of business

Financial And Cost Accounting For Management 1969
the main aim of this book is to faciliate easy understanding of the matter at one reading without any
tediousness in grasping the theories and illustrations solved numberof illustration 460 practical
problems with answers 565 theortical questions 230

Management and Cost Accounting 2000-02
a best selling text offering students and professionals a clear understanding and comprehensive coverage
of management and cost accounting management and cost accounting 7th edition by bhimani datar horngren
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and rajan is a best selling textbook in the field written by a team of leading authors ideal both for
students and professionals this text uses a clear accessible and simple language that is easy to
understand bringing together contemporary techniques concepts and practices this edition retains its
international focus packed with illustrations and real life applications featuring companies and
examples on a global scale the text also includes professional accountancy examination questions to help
you practice with a wealth of case studies and useful features for a better understanding of the
concepts and methods introduced this must read guide will equip you with essential learning tools for
your future performance in the workplace key features up to date comprehensive coverage of digital
technologies that include artificial intelligence robotics 3 d printing the internet of things and big
data analytics expanded and revised content on sections such as strategic management accounting the
balanced scorecard quality costing governance and sustainability as well as the aspects of internet
entrepreneurship a wealth of resources including professional accountancy practice exercises and end of
chapter questions provides opportunities to learn and develop exam agility harvard business school and
other cutting edge case studies illustrate how enterprises deploy management accounting across locations
and situations a range of new concepts in action boxes and the latest surveys of corporate practices
show how managers use accounting techniques in the business world pair this text with mylab accounting
mylab is the teaching and learning platform that combines trusted author content with digital tools and
a flexible platform mylabaccounting personalises the learning experience and improves results for each
student if you would like to purchase both the physical text and mylab accounting search for
9781292232744 management and cost accounting 7th edition plus mylab accounting with pearson etext the
package consists of 9781292232669 management and cost accounting 7th edition 9781292232706 management
and cost accounting 7th edition mylab accounting 9781292232690 management and cost accounting 7th
edition pearson etext mylab accounting is not included students if mylab is a recommended mandatory
component of the course please ask your instructor for the correct isbn mylab should only be purchased
when required by an instructor

Cost Accounting: Principles And Practice 2003-09
introduce students to the essentials of cost accounting using the clear concise and practical approach
in principles of cost accounting 17e the book s unique 10 chapter format provides a thorough
understanding of cost concepts cost behavior and cost accounting techniques as applied to manufacturing
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and service businesses the authors ensure students master fundamentals before progressing to more
complex topics students begin with job order costing and advance to process costing before delving into
specialized topics such as budgeting standard costing and variance analysis costing for service
businesses and cost analysis for management decisions the book introduces concepts in small manageable
sections that are immediately reinforced with proven questions demonstration problems exercises and self
study quizzes updated examples and current data keep the content relevant to todays times students learn
how to determine the costs of products and services and set selling prices students also discover how to
bid on products and analyze the relative profitability of products and services in addition the book
teaches how to measure the performance of managers design an accounting system and use accounting to
further organizational goals count on principles of cost accounting 17e for the most logical relevant
approach to your cost accounting course important notice media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version

Managerial and Cost Accounting 2008
introduction accounting for material cost accounting for labour cost accounting for overheads activity
based costing unit costing job batch and contract costing process costing i process costing ii work in
progress joint products and by products operating costing service costing integral and non integral
systems reconciliation of cost and financial accounts marginal costing

Cost Accounting 2008-01-03
cost accounting is an essential management tool that can uncover profitability improvements and provide
support for key business decisions cost accounting fundamentals shows how to improve a business with
constraint analysis target costing capital budgeting price setting and cost of quality analysis the book
also addresses the essential tasks of inventory valuation and job costing and shows how to create a cost
collection system for these activities in short this book contains the essential tools needed to foster
more profitable decision making by management
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Elst Management and Cost Accounting 7e 2019-05-08
managerial cost accounting is the financial and managerial tool that is used to estimate the
organizational cost of products and services in business and government in recent decades cost
accounting in the united states and other advanced industrial countries has been dominated by
discussions of activity based costing or abc while abc can be shown to produce a more accurate estimate
of cost than older and more basic types of cost accounting abc is not used extensively in many
governments we argue that this recent focus on abc has stifled examination and discussion of how
government cost accounting is being used and how it could be used in practice the study of cost
accounting practice reveals an important and underexplored area of financial management in government
given the scandals that cost accounting estimates can create and that different types of cost accounting
can create different estimates of cost it may be reasonable to ask whether the cost accounting exercise
is worth it cost accounting in government theory and applications addresses these unusual and unusually
important topics through a series of studies of different government cost accounting practices the first
section of the book presents two chapters on the history and basic elements of cost accounting the
second section of the book provides further discussion and case studies of actual cost accounting
practices in the main areas that cost accounting has been used in government benchmarking the
performance of government services rate setting grant overhead cost recovery and cost management the
last two chapters discuss cost accounting practices in europe and the future of cost accounting these
cases span local and federal governments and provide a much needed context to the study of cost
accounting in government aimed at academics researchers and policy makers in the fields of accounting
public administration and government studies cost accounting in government theory and applications seeks
to address the practical and theoretical gap in government cost accounting research with case studies of
different public agencies that are using cost accounting for different purposes the case studies
illustrate that different purposes for cost accounting create unique and interesting cost accounting
practices the case studies provide useful examples of actual cost accounting systems that can inform
both research and instruction
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Management and Cost Accounting 2005
this text is adapted from drury s management and cost accounting and is tailored to the needs of a one
year course it should be of interest to professional and undergraduate students taking a first course in
costing cost management management accounting or cost and management accounting

Management and cost accounting. [Suppl.]. Professional exam questions
from past ACCA, CIMA and ICAI papers : with selected answers
2015-01-01
take control of overhead budgeting and profitability with cost accounting cost accounting is one of the
most important skills in business and its popularity as a course in undergraduate and graduate business
and management programs speaks to its usefulness but if you ve ever felt intimidated by the subject s
jargon or concepts you can stop worrying cost accounting is for everyone in cost accounting for dummies
you ll be taken step by step through the basic and advanced topics found in a typical cost accounting
class from how to define costs and how to allocate them to products or services you ll learn how to
determine if a capital expenditure is worth it and how to design a budget model that forecasts changes
in costs based on activity levels whether you re a student in your first cost accounting course or a
professional trying to get a grip on your books you ll benefit from simple methods to evaluate business
risks and rewards explanations of how to manage and control costs during periods of business change and
pivots descriptions of how to use cost accounting to price it projects cost accounting for dummies is
the gold standard in getting a firm grasp on the challenging and rewarding world of cost accounting

Principles of Cost Accounting 2008
a cost accounting concepts explained in a simplified wayb fundamentals and important principles
includedc practical approach for application by business professionalsd solved examples with real life
business scenarios
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Cost Accounting 2019-02-21
this well established and widely adopted textbook now in its 14th edition continues to provide an in
depth and insightful analysis of the modern theories and practices of cost accounting that the book has
gone into its 14th edition and several reprints is a testimony of its wide acceptance by the students
academics and professionals primarily intended for postgraduate and undergraduate students of commerce
and management the book will be of immense benefit to the students pursuing professional courses offered
by the institute of chartered accountants of india icai institute of cost accountants of india icai
institute of company secretaries of india icsi and those pursuing the chartered financial analyst cfa
course now in its 14th edition the book has been suitably revised meeting the latest syllabi requirement
of various courses the chapter on strategic cost management has been updated to make it indispensible to
modern management to enhance the competitive advantage of the firm besides many chapters have been
overhauled and updated especially the chapters covering basic concepts and terms classification of costs
and cost sheet activity based costing marginal costing relevant cost analysis and management decisions
capital budgeting decisions and cost audit the book also includes some of the cost standards set by icai
a wide array of illustrations worked out examples and practice exercises besides a large number of mcqs
are given online for the students to practice and self evaluation mcqs are critical in proper
understanding and practice of theories and concepts also cima official terminology is provided online to
keep students and professionals abreast of relevant terms used in today s business environment for
online material visit phindia com banerjee cost accounting theory target audience b com hons bba mba m
com students pursuing professional courses to become ca cma cfa cs

Cost Accounting Fundamentals 1996
cost accounting is one of the most essential tools used by managers to fine tune operations and improve
profitability cost accounting is designed for the college student who needs in depth coverage of all
cost accounting concepts incorporating practical advice regarding their real world usage the text goes
well beyond the traditional cost accounting topics of inventory valuation and cost analysis to also
cover inventory management price setting target costing constraint analysis and budgeting the material
is designed to give the student exposure to how these topics are dealt with in a business environment
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Managerial Cost Accounting 2017-04-21
usa textbook on cost accounting and costing data for management decision making includes references

Cost Accounting in Government 1984-01-01
cost accounting provides key data to managers for planning and controlling as well as for costing
products services and customers this text examines the cost accounting market and integrates current
practices and theories

Current Cost Accounting 2000-09-01
this lively and vibrant text covers all the principle areas of management and cost accounting
underpinned by a strong european focus drawing on the latest research surveys and case studies new
innovations and developments are also explored important concepts are brought to life through extensive
application of techniques to real business situations

Management and Cost Accounting 1924
for undergraduate and mba students taking a cost or management accounting course this title is a pearson
global edition the editorial team at pearson has worked closely with educators around the world to
include content which is especially relevant to students outside the united states emphasizing the
different costs for different purposes this text focuses on strategy and the decision making process

Cost Accounting Problems (With Full Solutions) 1994-01-01
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Cost Accounting, Theory and Practice 1984-12-06

Costing 1993

Cost Accounting 1976

Principles of Cost Accounting 1984-01-01

Cost Accounting 2018-03-10

Current Cost Accounting 2002-02-01

Cost and Management Accounting 2022-02-15

Management and Cost Accounting - Access Code 1964

Cost Accounting For Dummies 2017-06-27
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Basic Accounting and Cost Accounting 1994

Cost Accounting and Management Essentials You Always Wanted To Know
2021-07-01

Theory and Problems of Management and Cost Accounting 2019-02-21

COST ACCOUNTING 1993

Cost Accounting 1946

Management and Cost Accounting, Third Edition 1974

Cost Accounting 2012-07-30

Cost Accounting; Accounting Data for Management's Decisions 2004-12

Cost Accounting 2013-03-06
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Management and Cost Accounting

Cost Accounting: Global Edition
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